
NOTES ON THE SPIRTUAL GUIDE AND THE BOOK OF ABRAMELIN.

NOTES ON THE SPIRITUAL GUIDE.

[PROLOGUE]

1. BY TWO WAYS ONE MAY GO TO GOD:

i.MEDITATION AND DISCOURSE/REASONING. 

ii.PURE FAITH AND CONTEMPLATION.

2. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEDITATION AND CONTEMPLATION:

iii.MEDITATION - (Consideration & Mental Discourse). For beginners. The use
of reason, imagination, and corporal Images to conceive of the Divine.
Knowing God through the mind. 

iv.CONTEMPLATION - The transcending of reason, imagination, and corporal 
Images in order to Know God with help from Pure Faith. Feeling God 
with the heart. 

3. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AQUIRED/ACTIVE COMTEMPLATION AND INFUSED/PASSIVE 
CONTEMPLATION - AND WHEN GOD WILL HAVE THE SOUL PASS FROM MEDITATION TO 
CONTEMPLATION.

TWO TYPES OF CONTEMPLATION:

v.ACQUIRED/ACTIVE - That which may be attained to by diligence, assisted 
with Divine Grace.

Signs that God has had the Soul pass from Meditation to Contemplation 
(Acquired/Active):

vi.The Mind find itself much disabled from meditating the Passion of
Christ; the Soul once finding him and retaining the Custom of 
seeking him of new, by the operation of the Will, it will not be
baffled with the Intellect.

vii.Though it is wanting in sensible Devotion, covets Solitude and 
avoids conversation.



viii.The reading of godly Books is usually tedious to it, because 
they speak not of the Internal Sweetness that is in its Heart.

ix.Though it find it self destitute of rationalization, has a firm 
purpose of perservering in Prayer.

x.It will experience a sense with great confusion of itself, 
abhorring guilt, and entertaining a higher esteem of God. 

xi.INFUSED/PASSIVE - When God speaks to a man, questioning his thoughts, 
actions, etc. 

Signs that God has had the Soul pass from Meditation to Contemplation 
(Infused/Passive):

xii.The suspension of all his powers and faculties, because if they 
were to operate, they would do more harm than good.

xiii.It rejoices, but knows not how it rejoices - the Soul is 
inflamed with Love, and conceives not how it Loves.

4. THE NATURE OF ROOTING OUT THE REBELLION OF OUR OWN WILL, THAT WE MAY 
ATTAIN TO INTERNAL PEACE - The way of inward Peace, is in all things to be 
conform to the pleasure and disposition of the Divine Will. 

[FIRST BOOK] - OF THE DARKNESS, DRYNESS, AND TEMPTATIONS WHEREWITH GOD 
PURGES SOULS, AND INTERNAL RECOGNITION. 

·To the end God may rest in the Soul, the Heart is always to be kept 
peaceable in whatsover Disquiet, Temptation and Tribulation.

·Though the Soul perceive it self deprived of Discourse, it ought to 
presevere in Prayer, and not be afflicted, because that is its greater
Felicity.

·The Soul is not to afflict itself, nor intermit Prayer, because it sees 
itself encompassed with dryness. Prayer being of two sorts; the first 
for beginners, is delightful - the second for proficients, is dry, 
desolate, and darksome. God gives the first to gain Souls, the second 
the purify them. 

·The Soul is not idle, though it reason not - There are two sorts of 
Devotion; one essential and true, which is full of dryness - the other
accidental and sensible, and full of delights. We should avoid the 
latter because it is a great obstacle to progress. 



·The Soul is not to be disquieted, that is sees itself encompassed with 
darkness, because that is an instrument of its greater felicity. The 
straightest, most perfect and secure way of proficients, is the way of
darkness: because in them the Lord placed his Throne. 

·To the end the Soul may attain to the supreme internal Peace, it is 
necessary, that God purge it after his way, because the Exercises and 
Mortifications that of itself it sets about, are not sufficient. 
Invisible enemies and such. 

·The Soul ought not to be disquieted, nor draw back in the Spiritual way,
because it finds itself assaulted by Temptations. Our nature is so 
base, proud, and ambitious that if temptations were not restrained, we
would be undone without remedy. 

·Internal Recollection is Faith and Silence in the Presence of God; the 
Soul ought to be with attention and sincere regard, full of Love - and
in the Spiritual Walfare, whereby the Devil endeavours to disturb it 
at that time, calmly reject and be patient. 

·The Soul ought to resign itself in Internal Recollection, for there is 
nothing else for it to do; the Soul putting itself in the presence of 
God, with perfect Resignation, by the pure act of Faith, walks always 
in virtual and acquired contemplation. 

·Two Ways by which one may enter into Internal Recollection - through the
most Holy Humanity of Lord Christ; and the application of the 
Intellect, Pure Faith, or Memory. 

·There are three types of Silence; Words (perfect), Desires (more 
perfect), and Thoughts (even more perfect). 

[SECOND BOOK] - OF THE GHOSTLY FATHER, THE OBEDIENCE THAT'S DUE TO HIM; 
OF INDISCREET ZEAL, AND OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PENANCE.

·The best Way to baffle the Craft of the Enemy is to be Subject to a 
Ghostly Father. In other words, find a Teacher. 

·The Indiscreet Zeal of Souls, and the disordinate Love of our 
Neighbor, disturb Internal Peace. It is never good to love thy 
Neighbor to the detriment of thine own spiritual good. Let all 
desires be conform to the Will of God - including Zeal. 

·Light, Experience, and a Divine Call, are necessary for guiding Souls
in the Inward Way.

·Wherein the same thing is treated of; discoursing the Interests which



some Confessors and Spiritual Directors use to have, in which are 
declared the Qualities which they ought to have for the Exercise of
Confession, and also for the Guiding of Souls though the Mystical 
Way. 

·How a simple and ready Obedience (devout with tiring, voluntary 
without contradiction, simple without examination, persevering 
without resting, orderly without breaking off, pleasant without 
trouble, valiant without faint-heartedness, and Universal without 
exception) is the only means of for walking safely in the inward 
Way, and of procuring Internal Peace. Obedience and Subjection 
being entirely free from the deceits of Satan; the truest Holocaust
which can be sacrificed to God on the Altar of our Heart. 

·The Soul which observant of holy Obedience is Possesseur of all 
Virtues; rewarded by God through discovering freely, clearly, 
faithfully, and simply all the thoughts, works, inclinations, 
inspirations, and temptations that it knows of itself. In this 
manner, the Devil cannot deceive it, and the Soul is without fear. 

·Four things the most necessary to get Perfection and Internal Peace -
Prayer, Obedience, frequent Communion, and internal Mortification. 
Frequent Communion is an effective Means of getting all Virtues, 
and in particular, Internal Peace. Spiritual and Corporal Penances 
ought to be relaxed once the Soul embraces internal Mortification, 
and used when the Soul needs internal Mortification. Otherwise they
are hurtful they are when they are done indiscreetly, according to 
ones own Judgement and Opinion.

·The great difference between External and Internal Penances; being 
subject to another's Will vs. being subject to your own. The former
is more painful, but the latter is worth more. The Soul is to carry
itself in the faults it doth commit, and that it may not be 
disquieted thereby, but reap good out of it - for they are effects 
of our frail nature, and from this frail nature we are able to be 
more secure and humble when reminiscing over our beginnings. 

[THIRD BOOK] - OF SPIRITUAL MARTYRDOMS WHEREBY GOD PURGES SOULS; OF 
CONTEMPLATION INFUSED AND PASSIVE; OF PERFECT RESIGNATION, INWARD 
HUMILITY, DIVINE WISDOM, TRUE ANNIHILATION, AND INTERNAL PEACE. 

·The Means of obtaining Peace Internal, is not the delight of Sense
nor Spiritual Consolation, but the denying of Self-love. To 
serve God, is nothing else but to do Good and suffer Evil. 

·Of two Spiritual Martyrdoms, wherewith God cleanseth the Soul that
he unites with Himself. The first is with the bitter Waters of 



Afflictions - anguish, distress, and inward torments. The second
is with the burning Fire of an inflamed Love - impatient and 
hungry. Usually, he makes use of both in those souls which he 
would fill with Perfection. It is important and necessary, to 
the interiour Soul, to suffer blindfold this first and Spiritual
Martyrdom of Divine Love.

·Inward Mortification and Perfect Resignation are necessary for 
obtaining Internal Peace. For the obtaining, it is necessary for
the Soul to know its misery. 

·False Humility is nothing but secret pride, and the true never 
think of it - they do things with courage and patience; they 
live and die in God. The truly humble man is at rest and ease in
his Heart. The degrees of Humility, are the qualities of a Body 
in the Grave. Learn to despise thyself and to be despised by 
others.

·Inward solitude is that which chiefly brings a Man to the purchase
of Internal Peace. In which is shewed what Infused and Passive 
Contemplation is, and its wonderful effects. 

·Divine Wisdom, treating of the Same, of True and Perfect 
Annihilation, in which is shewed how this Nothing is the ready 
way to obtain purity of Soul, perfect Contemplation, and the 
rich Treasure of Peace Internal.

·Four signs to know the Inner Man; first, if the understanding 
produce not other Thoughts than those which stir up to the light
of Faith and the Will is so habituated, that it begets no other 
acts of Love than of God, and in order to him. Second, if he 
ceases from an External Work, the Understanding and the Will are
presently and easily turned to God. Third, if in entring, upon 
Prayer, he forgets all outward things, as if he had not seen nor
used them. Forth, if he carries himself orderly towards outward 
things, as if he were entring into the World again but naturally
abhorring it. Three signs that a mind is purged: Diligence 
(strength of mind to pursue Virtues), Severity (strength of Mind
accompanied with an ardent love of roughness and holy poverty), 
and Benignity (sweetness of Mind which drives away all aversion 
and hatred against ones neighbor).

·The secret Love hath four effects: Illumination (experimental 
Knowledge of the greatness of God), Inflammation (ardent desire 
like the Salamander), Sweetness (enjoyable intimate fruition), 
and Immersion (the Soul being so filled with God that it can't 
seek anything any longer). 



·Divine Wisdom is an intellectual and infused knowledge of the 
divine perfections and things Eternal. Tis always good to speak 
like one that learns, and not like one that knows: count it a 
greater Honour to be reputed a meer Ignoramus, than a man of 
Wisdom and Prudence.  

 

NOTES ON THE BOOK OF ABRAMELIN.

THE AXIOMS OF THE GREAT WORK REGARDING ANGELIC AND DEMONIC FORCES.

xiv.Good Spirits and Angelic Powers of Light are superior in power to the 
Fallen Spirits of Darkness

xv.These latter as a punishment have been condemned to the service of the
Initiates of the Magic of Light.

xvi.As a consequence of this doctrine, all ordinary material effects and 
phenomena are produced by the labour of the Evil Spirits under the 
command of the Good. 

xvii.Consequently, whenever the Evil Demons can escape from the control of
the Good, there is no evil that they will not work by way of 
vengeance.

xviii.Therefore sooner than obey man, they will try to make him their 
servant, by inducing him to conclude Pacts and Agreements with them.

xix.That to further this project, they will use every means that offers to
obsess him.

xx.In order to become an Adept and dominate them, the greatest possible 
firmness of will, parity of soul and intent, and power of self-
control is necessary.

xxi.This is only to be attained by self-abnegation on every plane.

xxii.That man, therefore is the middle nature, and natural controller of 
the middle nature between the Angels and the Demons, and that 
therefor to each man is attached naturally both a Guardian Angel and 
a Malevolent Demon, and also certain Spirits that may become 
Familiars, so that with him it rests to give the victory unto the 
which he will.



xxiii.In order to control and make service of the Lower and Evil, the 
knowledge of the Higher and Good is requisite. 

xxiv.From this it results that the Great Work propounded in this work is: 
by purity and self-denial to obtain the knowledge Of and conversation
with one's Guardian Angel, so that thereby and thereafter we may 
obtain the right of using the Evil Spirits for our servants in all 
material matters. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANGELS, ELEMENTALS, AND DEVILS.

ANGELS - Entirely good in nature and operation, the conscient 
administrators of the Divine Will upon the plan of the material universe; 
they are responsible, not irresponsible agents, and therefore capable of 
fall; they are independent of the currents of the infinite Secret Forces of
Nature and can therefore act beyond them, though their classification and 
qualities will cause them to be more sympathetic with certain among these 
forces than with the rest, and this in varying degree. They are superior in
power to Men, Spirits, Elementals, and Demons.

ELEMENTALS - Consists of an infinitude of classes; the Forces of the 
Elements of Nature, the administrators of the currents thereof; and can 
therefore never act beyond and independently of their own particular 
currents. They are irresponsible for the action of a current as a whole, 
though responsible for the part thereof in which they immediately act. 

DEVILS - More powerful than Elementals, but their action for Evil is 
parallel to that of the Good Angels for Good; and their malignancy is far 
more terrible than that of the Evil Elementals, for not being, like them, 
subjected to the limits of a certain current, their sphere of operation 
extends over a far greater area; while the Evil they commit is never 
irrational or mechanical, but worked with full of consciousness and intent.

THE BOOKS:

I. ADVICE AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY; BOTH ADDRESSED BY THE AUTHOR TO HIS SON 
LAMECH. 

·The Fear of the Lord is the True Wisdom, and he who what it not can in 
no way penetrate the True Secrets of Magic, and he but buildeth upon 
a foundation of sand, and his building can in no way last.

II. GENERAL AND COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE MEANS OF OBTAINING THE MAGICAL 
POWERS DESIRED.



·The Arts are principally twelve; four in number 3,5,7,9 - among the 
numbers in the Mixed Qabalah. The second is the most perfect one, the
which operateth by Signs and Visions. Two of the numbers (6 and 2) 
operate with the Stars and the Celestial Courses we call Astronomy. 
Three consisteth in the Metals, and two in the Planets. 

·One must only begin this Operation with the firm intention of carrying 
it out unto the end, for no man can make a mock of the Lord with 
impunity. The chief thing that ye should consider is whether ye be in
good health, because the body being feeble and unhealthy, is subject 
to diverse infirmities, whence at length result impatience and want 
of power to operate - a sick man can neither be clean and pure, nor 
enjoy solitude. 

·Let each one speak his own language, because thus understanding what it
is that ye are demanding of the Lord, ye will obtain all Grace. And 
if ye demand a thing which is unjust, it will be refused unto you, 
and ye will never obtain it. 

THE ABRAMELIN OPERATION.

xxv.IN THE FIRST TWO MOONS - Begins on the first morning after Easter, 
after fasting for three days. A quarter of an hour before sunrise, 
face the window and Pray honestly, then . Observe chasity, be 
cleanly, eat/drink in moderation, vegan diet, etc. lead a tranquil, 
solitary and honest life. Avoid injury. Ye shall set apart two hours 
each day after having dined, and study Holy Scripture. 

xxvi.IN THE SECOND TWO MOONS - Everything in the first two moons, but 
before prayer ye shall wash your hands and face thoroughly with pure 
water & prolong your prayer with the greatest possible affection, 
devotion, and submission. Wash whole body every Sabbath Eve. 

IN THE LAST TWO MOONS - Morning and noon, ye shall wash your hands and 
face before prayer, put on a Vest and Tunic of Linen; and before 
beginning prayer, make a confession of all your sins. Ye shall 
entreat the Lord to accord unto you this particular grace to enjoy 
and to endure the presence and conversation of His Holy Guardian 
Angels. Every Sabbath Eve shall ye fast, and wash your whole body and
change garments. 

III. THE APPLICATION OF THESE POWERS TO PRODUCE AN IMMENSE NUMBER OF 
MAGICAL RESULTS. 


